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  The following focuses on responses that relate directly to the 
APVI, other responses are in the Survey Summary 



  How should APVI respond to the anti-dumping enquiry? (14) 

  APVI should not respond to this 
  We should oppose anti-dumping rules because they will stifle the 

uptake of PV in Australia 
  We have no manufacturing, so don’t need anti-dumping rules 
  Instead focus should be on factors that reduce PV uptake in Australia 

overall eg. RET etc 



  Question osdlvhnk 
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  What other strategic areas should APVI be involved in? (8) 

  Integration of PV with storage 
  High penetration PV 
  Integration with other forms of DE eg. solar heat and EE 
  Co-ordination and reporting R&D 
  Provide a clear vision for a sustainable energy system 
  Endorsement and QA of other sources of information? 



  What 



  What 



  What new activities should APVI pursue over next 12 months? (4) 

  Lobby for revised regulatory framework for DNSPs, incl network 
planning rules and voltage limits 

  Lobby for research into grid integration and storage 
  Energy storage as part of RET 
  More integrated research approach, esp with young researchers and 

entrepreneurs 



  What 



  What 



  What role should APVI play in overcoming challenges? (12) 

  Be a source of accurate, reliable, independent analysis and information 
  Especially for policy-makers and regulators 

  Help to stabilise the policy environment, wean the industry off grants 
and FiTs 

  Provide a sustainable energy vision for Australia 
  Lobby for regulatory changes to make DNSPs be part of the solution 

for higher penetration of PV 
  Keep involved in Australian Standards 
  Explore ways to support storage eg. as part of RET or some other 

subsidy 



  What 



  What 



  What role should APVI play in capturing opportunities? (12) 

  Be a source of accurate, reliable, independent analysis and information 
  Especially for policy-makers and regulators, also consumers 

  Interact with DNSPs, focus on benefits of PV and storage in smoothing 
etc 

  Engage with third parties such as councils, architects, regulators 
  Help to frame legals and Standards 
  Case studies to show the economic and soft benefits of PV 
  Studies showing benefits of grid-integrated PV 
  Studies showing the impact of better pricing regimes eg. demand 

charges 
  Marketing, training, communicating what has been learned OS 



  What 



  What 



  What can APVI offer to attract more members? (6) 

  Help members to interact with other members 
  Quality not quantity, don’t compete with or become ASC, do joint 

work with ISES and IEA/SHC 
  Better publicise the APVI research work and how it benefits the 

industry, link up with CEC and ASC to be their R&D arm 
  Produce information installers can use re the value of solar for 

potential customers 
  Offer seminars as webinars.  These can be live with chat questions and 

feedback or recorded and on the APVI website. 



  Are the APVI membership fees appropriate? (16) 

  Yes 



  What 



  How to get you involved in IEA-PVPS work? (9) 

  Funding for expenses 
  Funding for time spent 
  More time! 



  What would you like to see at the Solar Research Conference? 
(10) 

  International speakers to promote the vision to the media 
  Energy storage with PV case studies, benefits to networks 
  New research 
  Better communication of info on the PV industry to the public 
  Industry networking opportunities – invite industry/council reps 
  Combine it with ASC or CEC 



  What outcomes do you want from the Strategy Day? (11) 

  Clear policy direction, with agreement to support new activities, apart 
from research 

  How to use the APVI research and info to change the energy path 
  A clear direction for the APVI communicated to members, what is its 

role and how it benefits the industry 
  Key actions for the next 12 months, and a 3-5 year strategy 
  Members need to feel engaged and listened to 
  Increased focus on removing barriers preventing utilities and micro-

grid operators to taking up PV 


